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Foreward
This is a brilliant analysis of Evan Sadler’s book titled “Elizabeth the
Last?”, which documents the attacks on the British and continental
Monarchies and protestants down through the centuries. Richard Porter
points out that while it is true that the Papacy has been and still is a
tyrannical and murderous regime, Evan Sadler in his book fails to unmask the real “power behind the throne”, namely the Jews under the guise
of Jesuits.
It is pointed out that the prophet of the independent Seventh Day
Adventist publishers - Ellen G. White (who was a Jew) in her writings on
Martin Luther failed to mention one word of his determination to have
them expelled from Germany because of their evil deeds.
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Sirs,

A Reply to Elizabeth The Last?
Have just finished reading “Elizabeth The Last”. Most of what you write
about the papacy is true and accurate enough. One has only to open any
good history book to discover that the Church of Rome has shed blood in
rivers and torrents and has been one of the most intolerant and murderous
institutions to have existed on planet earth.
Saying this I must point out to you that in your zeal to blame everything
on Rome you totally ignore, gloss over or misrepresent and distort other
important factors in the historical record. I can, therefore, only assume,
that you are blissfully ignorant or criminally misleading. Numerous
informed commentators, many of whom worked in the highest echelons
of military intelligence, have unequivocally and unanimously declared
that the International Jewish Bankers have been the real power on earth
in recent centuries, not the R. C. Church. A whole host of statesmen,
ranging from Disraeli to Gladstone and from Jefferson to Lincoln have
confirmed this view. You write extensively about the Jesuits but fail to
mention one very important fact. Disraeli, who revealed the truth about a
lot of things, declared “the first Jesuits were Jews.” Now if “the first
Jesuits were Jews”, you can be sure that they have controlled it ever since.
The Jesuits and their “Black Pope” were a secret Jesuit Order within the
R. C. Church. Since the money changers, led by the by the House of
Rothschild are the leaders of World Jewry, the Jesuits would have taken
their orders from them. This is consistent with what numerous Jewish
informers, like Klien, Rosenthal and Bernstein have stated. Then again,
the papacy has been completely infiltrated by Jews and some of the popes
were Jews, like Torquemada who led the inquisition.
Also sadly, you have not yet learnt that the official/establishment record
of recent history, especially of WW2 is utterly false and entirely fallacious. Hitler and the Nazis did not gas a single Jew. There were no gas
chambers. Prisoners died, as they did in the British concentration camps
during the Boer War, of typhus, which the Germans tried to control using
a cyanide based gas (the British used D. D. T.). Read the “Hoax of the
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Twentieth Century”, Prof Arthur Butz. The holohoax is wartime PROPAGANDA FICTION. The Jewish Talmud teaches that 4 billion Jews
were killed by the Romans in the city of Bethor (Gittin 57b) and 16
million Jewish children were wrapped in scrolls and burned alive (Gittin
58d). In “The American Hebrew” of 31st October 1919 – 20 years before
WW2 – It was stated “6 million human beings are being whirled towards
the grave in this holocaust”. This was a reference to famine affecting
Jews in Poland. The Talmud teaches “Jews must always try to deceive
Christians.” Sadly you have fallen for a lot of their lies.
As distasteful as it is to you, we can thank Hitler and the German Army
for the Freedom we have enjoyed for the past 60 years. With the new
Jewish Framed Race Laws these freedoms have now been all but destroyed. Official Military Soviet Historian Victor Suvorov, in his book
“Icebreaker”, reveals that Stalin had assembled 30 separate armies to
attack the whole of Europe, including Britain. This was by far the largest
military force in history and included 1 million paratroopers with a fleet
of C-47 (Dakota) heavy transport planes and a dozen new glider designs
to capture the RAF aerodromes in Southern England. When all this vast
force was concentrated on the border and at their most vulnerable, Hitler
ordered operation Barbarosa – the invasion of Russia. Hitler knew all
about their plans and struck first. Whole Russian armies were annihilated.
Read “Stuka Pilot” by Hans Ulrich Reedel. He alone destroyed over 500
Soviet tanks, the Russian battleship Marat and thousands of guns and
military vehicles. If Britain and Europe had fallen to the scourge of
Jewish Communism then Australia and New Zealand would have been
wide open. You hardly mention Jewish Communism in your book. A
system every bit as intolerant and murderous as Rome. According to
Solzhenitsyn, the Jewish Soviet murdered 66 million mostly Orthodox
Christians. WHY ARE YOU SO SILENT ON THIS??? Don’t they
matter?
Your prophet, Ellen G. White was a twister of history. She wrote reams
about Luther’s struggle with Rome in “The Great Controversy” ( a book
I read in my teens ), but not a single sentence about his greater battle with
the Jews. In 1546, he called for their expulsion from Germany and was
probably murdered by them. Read the “The Jews and their Lies” Luther.
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Your doctrines are misguided and wrong. When Jesus Christ returns he
will rule on Earth over His people Israel who are not those settled in
Palestine but the Celtic-Anglo-Saxon-Germanic-Nordic peoples.
Read Jeremiah 31, notice especially verses 35-37, this is literal Israel, not
the Church. Ezekiel 36 – note especially verses 10-12. Ezekiel 31 – notice
especially 11-14 and 21-28.
Richard Porter

To learn more of the true history of the 2
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At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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